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Pride Month 2023 Launches To A First-Ever Major 
Pushback As Glamour Magazine Features ‘Pregnant Man’ 
Logan Brown On Their Digital Edition Cover
Pride Month 2023 officially started today, and to quote 
the movie ‘It’s A Wonderful Life’, it’s ‘shaping up to 
be a squall!’. Glamour Magazine is featuring ‘proof’ of 
a ‘pregnant man’ on the cover of its UK digital edition 
which is emblematic of what the true problem really is.

Elon Musk’s Neuralink Gets FDA Approval to Study Brain 
Implants in Humans
Neuralink, Elon Musk’s neurotechnology company, 
recently obtained approval from the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) to conduct a clinical study of 
brain implants in humans. This marks the first in-human 
clinical study for the company.

Criminals ‘Can Find Everything’ About You, Warns 
Surveillance Expert
Artificial intelligence (AI) has advanced to such a 
level that criminals can now surveil and know 
“everything” about their targets, including predicting 
where the targets could be at some point in the future, 
experts warn.

Shocking New York Times Review of The Little Mermaid 
Complains the Children’s Film Had Insufficient ‘Kink’
The review, perhaps correctly, noted that the film 
“reeks of obligation and noble intentions,” but lost 
most people when it continued to say “joy, fun, 
mystery, risk, flavor, kink — they’re missing.”



Synthetic biology aims to replace natural life forms 
with something that is man-made
Several years ago, leaked FEMA documents described that 
people would be put into FEMA camps for, essentially, 
re-education.  That concept “is old,” Celeste Solum 
told Maria Zeee.  The plan has been replaced by a 
“posthuman” ideology.

Now or Never – Israel and Iran’s Nuclear Weapons 
Program
Iran is busy building new, impenetrable nuclear bunkers 
and developing advanced ballistic missiles. What is 
Israel waiting for? There are all kinds of developments 
that indicate Israel is getting closer to direct action 
against Iran.

‘Surveillance over every citizen on Earth’: Devious 
group looks to rule entire world
The World Health Organization has set its sights on 
establishing “a platform for global governance through 
health care.”

Fears Satanists have returned as lamb’s throat slit and 
has Bible placed on dead body
A coven of Satanists could again be stalking the New 
Forest, locals fear, after a slaughtered lamb was found 
with a bloodstained Bible resting on its body. There 
were concerns raised in 2019 after evidence of Satanic 
rituals was found in the forest. Pigs were found with 
their hearts ripped out and sheep and cows were also 
killed and mutilated.

REVEALED: Target tells employees only ‘extremists’ are 
concerned with sexualization of children



As Target faces backlash, resulting in monetary losses 
over its Pride collection, the company has sent an 
internal memo stating that those who worry about the 
sexualization of children are extremists. The line 
includes clothing and accessories for children, 
including shirts that read “Queer! Queer! Queer!” and 
onesies about how trans is beautiful.

Thousands Of Roman Catholics Flock To Worship At The 
Dead Body Of ‘Miracle Nun’ Sister Wilhelmina Lancaster 
Whose Body Did Not Decay
The ‘miracle nun’ Sister Wilhelmina Lancaster whose 
exhumed body showed nearly no signs of decomposition 
four years after she died is drawing thousands of Roman 
Catholics hoping to worship her corpse

Biden’s ex-nuclear official played key role in 
blasphemous drag ‘nuns’ group
The disgraced former Biden administration official, Sam 
Brinton, reportedly used to serve as the principal 
officer for Washington D.C.’s chapter of the Sisters of 
Perpetual Indulgence…Brinton was also present at an 
explicit Easter Sunday event in San Francisco in 2019, 
where scantily clad men mimicked Christ’s crucifixion 
and poll-danced on a cross.

EMA admits COVID Vaccination causes Infertility
The European Medicines Agency (EMA) has finally 
admitted that Covid-19 vaccination can have an adverse 
effect on female fertility. The admission comes months 
after it was revealed in confidential Pfizer documents 
revealed that shedding of the Covid-19 vaccine is 
possible by skin-to-skin contact and/or breathing the 
same air as a vaccinated person, and can, 



unfortunately, lead to menstrual cycle disruption among 
women and miscarriage among pregnant women.

Disneyland Hires Man In Dress to Greet Little Girls At 
Bibbidy Bobbidi Boutique
A video that was uploaded on Twitter by Jason Jones 
shows a grown man wearing a dress at Disneyland’s 
Bibbidi Bobbidi Boutique. In the video a man who 
clearly has a mustache is wearing a dress and greeting 
little girls as they walk into the dress boutique.

satan Has Become One Of The Hottest Spiritual Figures 
In America
Should we be surprised?  As our society comes apart at 
the seams all around us, Satan and Satanism are 
becoming extremely popular.  Videos featuring Satan are 
getting millions of views on TikTok and YouTube, 
millions of Americans are watching shows that feature 
Satan as a main character on Netflix and other 
streaming services, and the Satanic Temple has become 
one of the fastest growing religious organizations that 
the United States has ever seen.

Warning on Upcoming Disney+ Show About a Girl Carrying 
satan’s Baby
The family-friendly entertainment organization 
MovieGuide is sounding the alarm about an upcoming 
Disney+ that features a teenage girl’s love affair with 
satan.

You Say You Want a Revival?
We also see no evidence of a major revival in the End 
Times. If anything, we expect growing apostasy and more 
virulent rebellion against God. That is why Jesus asked 



rhetorically whether the Son of Man will find faith on 
the Earth when He comes again (Luke 18:8).


